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Responsible individual and proficient in a variety of fields. Motivated with a drive for 
excellence.

EXPERIENCE

Jr. Limousine Driver
ABC Corporation - JUNE 2004 – JUNE 2005

 Followed relevant safety regulations and state laws governing vehicle 
operation and ensure that passengers follow safety regulations.

 Tested vehicle equipment such as lights, brakes, horns, or windshield 
wipers, to ensure proper operation.

 Arranged to pick up particular customers or groups on a regular 
schedule.

 Provided passengers with assistance entering and exiting vehicles, 
and help them with any luggage.

 Notified dispatchers or company mechanics of vehicle problems.
 Communicated with dispatchers by radio, telephone, or computer to 

exchange information and receive requests for passenger service.
 Drove taxicabs, limousines, company cars, or privately owned 

vehicles to transport passengers.

Limousine Driver 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2004

 Transporting guests throughout the Bay Area for wine tours, bar 
hopping, birthdays, etc.

 Being attentive to the guests needs and making them feel 
comfortable throughout the trip.

 Also, checking oil and transmission fluids, changing flats, and 
cleaning the limos inside and out.

 I impacted HOBO Limousine by demonstrating my hospitality toward 
guests and giving them the best experience in a limousine they have 
ever had.

 Many guests would call my boss after the run and request my 
assistance again giving the company repeat business.

 Skills Used Staying calm under pressure, if a limo broke down, I would
get another limo ASAP to finish the run, therefore, no money would be
lost due to mechanical difficulties.

 Also, traveling through San Francisco in a limo is extremely dangerous
because of the steep hills, but I never got into 1 accident while 
working for Hobo Limo during my 2 years there..
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EDUCATION

 High School Diploma in History - (Waverly High School - Waverly, NE)

SKILLS

Customer Service, Communication Skills.
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